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This paper analyses whether negation, as a modifier of degree, leads to different outcomes based on
the psychophysical structure of the polar dimension along which the shift produced by the negator
‘‘not’’ occurs. In three experiments, the interpretation of negation in association with four different
types of dimension was analysed. The types comprised: (1) strongly asymmetrical dimensions,
topologically defined (in terms of the characteristics of Pole a/intermediates/Pole b) as unbounded
range/no intermediates/point (e.g., open�closed); (2) moderately asymmetrical dimensions, topologi-
cally defined as unbounded range/range of intermediates/bounded range (e.g., wide�narrow); (3)
slightly asymmetrical dimensions, topologically defined as point/range of intermediates/point (e.g., full�
empty); and (4) asymmetrical dimensions, topologically defined as bounded range/point/bounded range
(e.g., above�below). Results showed that the function of negation varies depending on which type of
dimension is involved. These results are discussed in relation to previous literature, where the
definition of various types of antonyms was based on the applicability of different lexical modifiers of
degree.
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Both negation and opposites have been studied
by philosophers, linguists, and psycholinguists

from various different perspectives and over a
very long time (for a review on negation, see
Horn, 1989; Horn & Kato, 2000; for a review on
opposites, see Croft & Cruse, 2004; Cruse, 1986;
Muehleisen, 1997).

The relationship connecting the two phenom-
ena has been implicitly recognised since Plato,
where negation already functioned as part of a
system of polar axes (see Plato’s Sophist, 1921).

What is interesting about Plato’s analysis from the
point of view of contemporary cognitive science
(and leaving aside ontological aspects), is that a
‘‘cognitive’’ constraint linking negation to opposi-
tion is already recognised. Plato’s perspective on
negation is usually summarised by saying that
not-p identifies something that is other than p, and

not the opposite of p: ‘‘When we say ‘not being’,

we speak, I think, not of something that is the
opposite of ‘being’, but only of something differ-
ent . . . For negation cannot in general be read as
opposition or contrariety: when we speak of the
‘not great’, we do not pick out ‘what is small’ any
more than ‘what is of middle size’, rather we refer
simply to what is different from the great’’ (Plato,
1921, 257B�257C). The first part of the statement
may seem to deny the existence of a strict
relationship between negation and opposition.
However, the second part makes it clear that
the objection concerns only predicting the degree

of the shift produced by the addition of ‘‘not’’, but
the direction of the shift is limited to the axis
connecting two opposite poles. This passage
acknowledges what we might call the dimensional

constraint: i.e., the fact that negation ‘‘works’’
along axes of variations defined by polar oppo-
sites. What is disputable, according to Plato, is the
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amount of shift within the dimension, that is the
proximity to the opposite property. More than
2000 years later (and focusing on how negation
works in human natural language), cognitive
scientists are inclined to believe that this proxi-
mity can be at least partially predicted.

NEGATION AND BIPOLAR
DIMENSIONS IN NATURAL LANGUAGE

It has been shown that negation is used with
different functions in natural language: as a means
of being polite (Colston, 1999; Giora, Balaban,
Fein, & Alkabetz, 2005; Horn, 1989), in order to
convey understatement or irony (Giora, Fein,
Ganzi, Levi, & Sabah, 2005), in order to contradict
a common expectation or belief held by the
receiver (Allwood, 1977; Clark & Clark, 1977;
Givon, 1978; Jordan, 1998; Leech, 1983; Wason,
1965), in order to explicitly express denial and
opposition as in ‘‘I don’t want to go to the cinema
tonight’’ (Tottie, 1991; Tottie & Paradis, 1982), or
as a modifier of degree as in ‘‘the water is not hot’’
said about water that may be warm, lukewarm, or
cool (Bolinger, 1972; Fraenkel & Schul, 2008;
Giora, Balaban, et al., 2005; Giora, Fein, et al.,
2005; Horn, 1989; Israel, 2001, 2004). These three
latter uses of negation (and in part also the second
use cited) all manifest a link with opposition.

Two streams of research on the cognitive
relationship between negation and opposition
are particularly interesting for the purposes of
this paper. The first concerns studies on the factors
that play a role in the amount of shift towards the
antonymic adjective which is produced by the
particle not when applied to an adjective (e.g.,
Colston, 1999; Fraenkel & Schul, 2008; Giora,
2006; Paradis & Willners, 2006). The second
concerns experimental work on the representa-
tional processes triggered by negative sentences
(e.g., Hasson & Glucksberg, 2006; Kaup, Lüdtke,
& Zwaan, 2006; Kaup, Yaxley, Madden, Zwaan, &
Lüdtke, 2007; Kaup, Zwaan, & Lüdtke, 2007;
Mayo, Schul, & Burnstein, 2004).

NEGATION AS DEGREE MODIFIER:
HOW CLOSE A NEGATED ADJECTIVE
MOVES TOWARDS ITS ANTONYM

When negation is used as a modifier of degree (as
in the example ‘‘the area is not large’’, referring to

an area that may be medium size or small),
negation presupposes a polar dimension along
which a shift away from the adjective to which not
is applied occurs. In the example not large, the
negator is used to express a certain degree in the
dimension large�small (for a definition of dimen-
sion, see Cruse, 2000; Gärdenfors, 2000; Lyons,
1977; Miller, 1996; Savardi, Burro, & Bianchi,
2009).

It has been shown (Giora, 2006) that the role
of the negator as a degree modifier may be either
that of mitigating the negated concept (i.e., not
large �medium size) or of eliminating the ne-
gated concept (i.e., not large �small). Mosconi
(1974) referred to these two functions, respec-
tively, as negation by differentiation and negation
by opposition. Various factors have been identi-
fied as possible variables affecting this behaviour.

The negative or positive orientation of
negated adjectives

Colston’s experiments (1999) demonstrated that
one of the critical factors causing negation to work
one way or the other is the negative or positive
orientation of the negated term. He found that a
negated positively oriented adjective (e.g., ‘‘the
food was not good’’) is synonymous with its
opposite having a negative orientation (e.g., ‘‘the
food was bad’’). This is an example of the elim-
inative function of negation. In contrast, a negated
negatively oriented term (e.g., ‘‘the food was not
bad’’) does not have exactly the same meaning as
the opposite positive term (e.g., ‘‘the food was
good’’). This is an example of the mitigating
function of negation. Similar results were found
by Blutner (2004) and Blutner and Solstad (2001).

Degree modifiers manifesting the
bounded or unbounded nature of
negated adjectives

Paradis and Willners (2006) wondered whether the
eliminative versus mitigating (or attenuating)
effect of negation might depend on the bounded
or unbounded nature of the pair of adjectives
concerned. Their definition of unbounded and
bounded recalls and develops the traditional cate-
gories of gradable and complementary opposites.

Unbounded adjectives (e.g., wide�narrow) are
scalar adjectives that occupy opposite poles of a
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gradable dimension and express the possession of
more or less of the conceptual content of the given
domain. They do not bisect a domain in an ‘‘either/

or’’ scale: ‘‘there is a pivotal area between the two
sides which makes the expression ‘this road is
neither wide nor narrow’ perfectly acceptable and
natural. . . . The extreme values of wide and

narrow only tend towards the extreme but actually
never reach an endpoint. This characteristic of
being construed according to an unbounded scale
is highlighted by the fact that completely narrow

and completely wide are infelicitous’’ (Paradis &
Willners, 2006, p. 1052). The authors predicted
that when not combines with unbounded antony-

mic meanings, its function is that of attenuating
the meaning of the modified adjective (i.e., not
wide " narrow; not narrow " wide).

Bounded adjectives (e.g., dead and alive) are
absolute and divide a conceptual domain into two
distinct parts. ‘‘Because of this absolute divide,

the expression ‘she is neither dead nor alive’ [in
its literal meaning] comes across as paradoxical’’
(Paradis & Willners, 2006, p. 1052). The authors

predicted that when not combines with bounded
antonymic meanings, its function is that of
expressing the absolute opposite meaning (i.e.,
not dead �alive; not alive �dead).

Only partial experimental confirmation of these
predictions was found. Negators applied to un-

bounded antonyms behaved consistently both
between subjects and between various antonymic
pairs: as predicted, they did not mean the opposite.

In contrast, bounded adjectives proved to be less
robust as a test set and both agreement between
subjects and between antonyms was limited. These
results led to the authors commenting:

The bounded meaning structures will have to
be investigated more closely in future work
and the test set will have to be extended in
order to make stronger conclusions. The
results of this investigation left us with four
combinatorial types of negator and adjectival
antonyms:

(i) ‘‘dead’’ � ‘‘not alive’’ and ‘‘alive’’ � ‘‘not
dead’’

(ii) ‘‘wrong’’ � ‘‘not right’’ but ‘‘right’’ "

‘‘not wrong’’
(iii) ‘‘bound’’"‘‘not free’’ but ‘‘free’’ � ‘‘not

bound’’
(iv) ‘‘empty’’"‘‘not full’’ and ‘‘full’’ "‘‘not

empty’’. (Paradis et al., 2006, p. 1074).

We will go back to these four different

behaviours in the General Discussion in order

to determine whether the phenomenological

structure of a dimension accounts for these

differences.

The contrary versus contradictory,
marked versus unmarked nature of
negated adjectives

Fraenkel and Schul (2008) emphasised that when-

ever negation is used as a degree modifier it implies

mitigation of the antonym: the negated adjective

would never shift sufficiently far towards the

opposite adjective to reach it. The extent of mitiga-

tion would vary depending on whether the negated

adjective is part of a contrary versus a contradictory

pair1 and is marked vs. unmarked (Clark & Clark,

1977). In fact participants in their experiment rated

the similarity in meaning of a negated adjective to its

antonym as greater when the two adjectives were

contradictory as compared to when they were

contraries (e.g., not alive was rated as more similar

to dead than not cold was to hot). The effect of

markedness was also present: negation applied to

unmarked adjectives was considered to make the

adjective more similar to its corresponding antonym

as compared to negated marked adjectives (e.g., not

hot was rated as more similar to cold than not cold

was similar to hot). However, this last difference

applied only to contrary adjectives and not contra-

dictory adjectives.
Expressing these results in terms of proximity

to the opposite pole, adjectives move closer to

their opposites when contradictory adjectives

rather than contrary adjectives are involved.

When contraries are considered, the shift brings

the adjective less close to its antonym, but in any

case it shifts closer when a negator is applied to

the unmarked rather than the marked adjective.

1Two antonyms are contraries if they can be used in two

sentences that cannot simultaneously be true but may

simultaneously be false (e.g., the statements ‘‘the water is

cold’’ and ‘‘the water is hot’’ cannot be simultaneously true,

but they can be simultaneously false, i.e., when the water is

neither hot nor cold). Contradictories, conversely, are anto-

nyms where one of the two must be true (e.g., an object is

either still or moving, but it must be either one or the other

since it cannot be neither still nor moving). This distinction is

quite old and dates back to Aristotle. It is the origin of another

classic distinction, i.e., that between gradable versus comple-

mentary opposites (Croft & Cruse, 2004; Cruse, 1986).
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Thus, both Paradis and Willners (2006) and
Fraenkel and Schul (2008) partially demonstrate
that the behaviour of negation depends on the
structure of the pairs, either in terms of their being
graded or nongraded, or in terms of admitting a
tertium, which is neither of the poles. One might
summarise the results of these two studies by
saying first of all that when the negated pole is
graded or when the pair admits states that are
neither one nor the other pole, the negator causes a
less radical shift towards the opposite pole than
when it is applied to terms that do not admit this
gradability. However, as the same studies made
clear, this is not the whole story. Adjectives
that fit in with the condition of gradability manifest
different behaviours (which, according to Fraenkel
& Schul, depend on whether they are marked or
unmarked) and adjectives that are characterised by
the absence of states that are neither one nor the
other pole (or bounded adjectives, as Paradis &
Willners call them) manifest four different types of
behaviour. By means of the studies presented in
this paper, we aimed to test whether the metric and
topological characteristics of a dimension might
help to account for these differences.

MENTAL REPRESENTATION IN
PROCESSING NEGATED SENTENCES:
DOES READING THAT AN UMBRELLA
IS NOT OPEN MENTALLY ACTIVATE
THE REPRESENTATION OF A CLOSED

UMBRELLA?

Despite their theoretical differences (and partial
similarities in the results of their experiments),
both Fraenkel and Schul (2008) and Paradis and
Willners (2006) presuppose that negated adjec-
tives are interpreted along bipolar dimensions
and in fact use bipolar scales. The aim of their
studies was not to demonstrate that negation
cognitively activates the mental representation
of the opposite (this, as we said, is taken for
granted), but to assess how close the shift moves
towards the opposite pole. Other studies, on the
other hand, do indeed question whether the
process of understanding negation in effect trig-
gers the mental recreation of an opposite.

There has been growing evidence in literature
that those who understand a text construct mental
simulations of what is described in the text. These
simulations are considered to be experiential in
nature, and are assumed to be grounded in

perception and action (Pecher & Zwaan, 2005;
Pulvermüller, 2002; Pulvermüller, Härle, & Hum-
mel, 2000; Richardson, Spivey, Barsalou, &
McRae, 2003; Zwaan, 2004). In this framework, it
has been put forward that comprehending a
negative sentence (e.g., ‘‘the umbrella is not
open’’) implies a two-step process of representa-
tion: the first step involves the creation of a mental
representation of the negated state of affairs (in
this example, an open umbrella) and only at a later
point is a representation of the actual state of
affairs activated (Hasson & Glucksberg, 2006;
Kaup et al., 2006; Mayo et al., 2004). Kaup et al.
(2006; Kaup, Yaxley, et al., 2007) found that 250 ms
after reading a text containing a negation applied
to contradictory predicates (e.g., ‘‘The umbrella is
not closed’’), there was a facilitation effect when
participants in the experiment were shown and
asked to describe a picture of the negated state of
affairs (in the example, a closed umbrella) as
compared to one showing the actual state of affairs
(i.e., an open umbrella). However, if the picture
was shown after 1500 ms, there were shorter
response times for the picture representing the
actual state of affairs (an open umbrella). The
authors discuss these results not only as proof that
processing negated sentences with contradictory
predicates involves a two-phase process (corre-
sponding to the activation of two opposite repre-
sentations, the negated state of affairs followed by
actual state of affairs), but also as proof that 1500
ms after reading a sentence such as ‘‘the door was
not open’’, people mentally recreate a closed door.

Some research have pointed out that the
activation of this two-step process depends on
the informativeness of the negation (Fillenbaum,
1966; Hasson, Simmons, & Todorov, 2005; Wason,
1965) or*in terms of the classifications already
mentioned in this paper*on whether contrary or
contradictory terms, unipolar or bipolar meanings
are concerned.

When studying the latency of judgements in
behavioural probes, Mayo et al. (2004) found that
bipolar and unipolar negations elicited different
reactions. Their results are consistent with the
hypothesis that when the adjective to be negated
is bipolar, that is has a clear opposite (e.g., ‘‘I’m not
guilty’’), the opposite schema is mentally activated
(i.e., ‘‘innocent’’) and used to interpret the nega-
tion. They found, in fact, that 500�1000 ms after the
negative sentence has been read, the word innocent
is mentally activated. In contrast, when a negated
adjective had no well-defined opposite (or in other
words is unipolar), positive facilitation was
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observed for affirmations which were consistent
with the original negated property within the same
temporal delay of 500�1000 ms.

The crucial point for us here is whether the
negated state of affairs (independently of whether
this is activated at the first or second step) in
effect consists of a representation of the opposite
state. In other words, the question is whether the
phrase ‘‘the umbrella is not open’’ activates a
representation of a closed umbrella.

Kaup, Zwaan, and Lüdtke (2007) comment on
their results for contradictory predicates by saying
that although the negated predicate does not
‘‘explicitly specify the actual situation with respect
to the negated dimension, . . . , it provides enough
information for the actual property to be inferred
with 100% certainty’’ (p. 268). In processing a
sentence such as ‘‘the star is not above the plus
sign’’, they expected the simulation of the actual
state of affairs to be more problematic. There
would certainly be a star and a plus sign, but the
spatial relation between the two would be less
clearly specified: the star might be next to the plus
sign, to the right or left of it or below it, or in any
other position. The authors explicitly stated their
inclination to think that the processing of negative
sentences with noncontradictory predicates would
in any case involve the representation of the actual
state of affairs. In natural discourse, in fact,
negative sentences do not always occur in isolation
and thus people might recreate a mental repre-
sentation of the actual state of affairs as a result of
additional information. For sentences in isolation,
which do not provide clear information regarding
the actual state of affairs, they admit that this
representation might remain in the background.

The results from the analyses of the degree of
shift discussed in the previous section seem to be
a separate issue and have very little to do with
whether it is possible, for example, to predict the
representation of the actual state of affairs in
the case of noncontradictory sentences. We pro-
pose the hypothesis that the psychophysical
structure of dimensions suggests a bridge between
these two domains of research.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL
PSYCHOPHYSICS AND THE

UNDERSTANDING OF NEGATION

The distinction between bounded and unbounded
adjectives in Paradis and Willners (2006), that

between contrary and contradictory adjectives in
Fraenkel and Schul (2008) and the distinction
between contradictory and noncontradictory pre-
dicates in Kaup et al. (2006) all implicitly assume
that the gradability or nongradability of the two
opposites and the presence or absence of inter-
mediates denote corresponding characteristics in
the underlying ‘‘quality dimension’’. The term
quality dimension refers to the cognitive entities
(usually modelled as axes or continua) expressing
the set of possible values of a given attribute
(Gärdenfors, 2000, 2007; Miller, 1996). It may
well be the case that the applicability or otherwise
of specific lexical degree modifiers to adjectives
partially manifests these psychological dimensions.
But, according to Gärdenfors (2007, p. 4), the
structure of quality dimensions can and ‘‘should be
determined by psychophysical measurements that
determine how our concepts are represented’’. The
studies presented in this paper analyse the beha-
viour of negation with respect to different types of
dimensions, determined as a result of a number of
psychophysical tasks*or, more precisely, tasks
carried out in the field of psychophysics that
Kubovy (2003) refers to as phenomenological
psychophysics (Bianchi & Savardi, 2008; Savardi
& Bianchi, 2000; Bianchi, Savardi, & Kubovy, in
press).

The attempt to look not merely for linguistic
but for various different cognitive structures of
opposition was also at the base of Cruse and
Togia’s (1995) analysis of various antonymic
construals (see also Croft & Cruse, 2004). They
derive the list of structures they put forward by
analysing the ways in which antonyms are
intuitively (naturally or by default) used and
understood. This emerges as a result of a number
of subtle intuitive phenomenal observations sug-
gested by the authors and anchored to a short list
of theoretical assumptions that they accept (e.g.,
the definition of schemas, construals, domains,
the existence and the priority of absolute cali-
brated scales vs. relative scales, etc.). It is
enriched with a systematic exploration of the
linguistic behaviour of antonyms in specific
linguistic structures such as comparatives, ques-
tions, etc. (mostly in English but also in other
languages).

In contrast, the search for various types of
opposites that Bianchi and Savardi (2008) and
Bianchi et al. (in press) have put forward is based
on an experimental investigation of the percep-
tual gradations of pairs of properties, via order-
ings, and metric and topological measurements in
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psychophysical tasks. No aspect of linguistic
behaviour is factored into this analysis of the
‘‘phenomenological psychophysics’’ of dimen-
sions. Key concepts to clarify precisely what the
authors mean by the ‘‘phenomenological psycho-
physics’’ of dimensions are the ideas of qualitative
Just Noticeable Difference (JND; Bianchi &
Savardi, 2008) and experience-bin (Bianchi et al.,
in press). Both these concepts can be easily
understood using the following example.

Take two ants, a large ant and a small one. If
you were asked to describe whether you see a
difference in size between the two ants (and given
that their physical difference is greater than what
in terms of traditional psychophysics we would
call the JND threshold) you would say that yes,
one of the two is bigger than the other. What you
mean by that is that there is a quantitative
difference in size between the two that you can
perceive. However, if you were asked to answer
the question taking into account the qualitative
differences in size applying to an entire set of
objects ranging from the smallest thing that you
can see (e.g., a grain of sand) to the largest (e.g., a
very high, wide mountain, almost entirely cover-
ing the visual field of the observer), then you
would probably say that the two ants have a
similar size. The first noticeable qualitative dif-
ference in the set of variously small things would
most likely be that between the size of ants and
that of, say, butterflies or nuts. Yet again, one can
see a quantitative difference between a butterfly
and a nut, but*in terms of the entire set of
objects ranging from the smallest thing that you
can see to the largest*this difference is not
qualitatively relevant: they are more or less the
same size.

Since identifying meaningful partitions is clo-
sely related to determining, in statistics, how to
assign continuous data to bins in a histogram,
Bianchi et al. (in press) have proposed concep-
tualising this task in terms of experience-bins (in
the previous example, size experience-bins). Each

bar of the histogram would in this case contain all
the gradations of size which are perceived as
qualitatively similar to each other (e.g., ants,
crumbs of bread, little seeds, etc. would all be
placed in the first bar); when the variation in
size is perceived as qualitatively significant, then
we step up to another bar, where there might be
butterflies or nuts or rings and so on. This is
repeated for as many qualitative steps as are
necessary, depending on what the observer per-
ceives. If you construct a series of dots, progres-
sively increasing in size by small (but noticeable)
increments, you will see that for a sample of dots
ranging from approximately the size of Stimulus 1
to that of Stimulus 11 in Figure 1, you would
divide the dots into three groups, as shown,
corresponding to three different size-experience
bins.

Based on this premise and using a metric and a
topological task, the characteristics of 37 spatial
dimensions were experimentally identified. For
each dimension, participants were asked to focus
on the things that they considered to be repre-
sentative of different ‘‘bins’’ for each of the two
poles, and on the things that they considered to be
representative of intermediate bins. They were
then asked to describe the quantity and quality of
these bins by:

(a) partitioning the continuum representing
the whole set of variations of a given
attribute (from the smallest to the highest
value) into two intervals based on the
number of bins that they thought repre-
sented the qualitative steps in each of the
two poles. This meant it would then be
possible to distinguish between dimensions
with symmetrical or asymmetrical numbers
of bins for each of the two poles;

(b) identifying a third interval, if present,
representing the scope of things that are
considered as ‘‘neither one pole, nor the
opposite’’. This enabled us to distinguish

Figure 1. None of the elements is perceived as exactly the same size as the one preceding or the one following, which means that

we have superseded the classic JND threshold. However, ‘‘quantitative differences’’ in size phenomenally become ‘‘qualitative

differences’’ when we pass from one group to the next. In other words, the gradations of size from Stimulus 1 to Stimulus 11 are

categorised into three different size-experience bins.
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between dimensions with more extensive
or less extensive intermediate regions;

(c) describing the two poles and the intermedi-
ates in terms of points (if only one bin was
available) or ranges (if the property ex-
tended to more than one bin). Participants
were also asked to define, in the latter case,
if each pole contained an element closing
the series or not. This second aspect
defined the distinction between bounded
or unbounded ranges.

By combining this metric and topological infor-

mation, four basic types of dimension emerged

(Table 1):

. Type I (prototype incomplete�complete]: di-
mensions metrically characterised by strong
asymmetry and a negligible intermediate
region. Topologically, the shorter pole is a
point or a bounded range; the longer pole is
an unbounded range; the intermediates are
non-existent.

. Type II (prototype large�small): dimensions
metrically characterised by moderate asym-
metry and an intermediate region covering
around one-third of the dimension. Topolo-
gically, the shorter pole is a bounded range,
the longer pole an unbounded range; the
intermediates are a range.

. Type III (prototype full�empty): dimensions
metrically characterised by slight asymmetry
and an extensive intermediate region cover-
ing around two-thirds of the dimension.
Topologically, the poles are usually points
or less frequently bounded ranges, the inter-
mediates are a range.

. Type IV (prototype inside�outside): dimen-
sions metrically characterised by minimal

asymmetry and an almost inexistent inter-
mediate region. Topologically, the poles are
symmetrically either points or bounded or
unbounded ranges; the intermediate is a point.

The studies presented in the following pages
aimed to understand whether negation as a
modifier of degree behaves consistently within
these four types of opposites and if differences
emerge between the various types. There are a
number of premises that might lead one to expect
the phenomenological structure of a dimension to
be of assistance in terms of understanding the
behaviour of negated adjectives:

. the psychological (or phenomenological, as
Gärdenfors himself calls it) structure of
dimensions*defined as ‘‘psychophysical
measurements that determine how the con-
cepts are represented’’ (Gärdenfors, 2007,
p. 4)*underlies knowledge representation in
the human cognitive system (Gardenfors,
2000, 2007; Miller, 1996);

. dimensions are strictly linked to antonymic
adjectives, which express opposite modifiers
of the attribute described by the dimen-
sion*e.g., light and heavy are the modifiers
of weight; tall and small are the modifiers
of height (Miller, 1996);

. the understanding of negated adjectives
occurs within bipolar structures (Paradis
& Willners, 2006; Fraenkel & Schul, 2008);

. the processing of negated sentences triggers
opposite representations (Hasson & Glucks-
berg, 2006; Kaup et al., 2006; Kaup, Yaxley,
et al., 2007), which are likely ‘‘represented in
a representational format that is grounded
in perception and action’’ (Kaup et al., 2006,
p. 1048).

TABLE 1

The four types of dimensions defined by metric properties and refined in terms of topological properties; results from Bianchi et al.

(in press)

Metrical characteristics

Type

Medoid

(‘‘prototype’’) Asymmetry

Intermediate

region Prototypical topological structure (Pole A�intermediates�Pole B)

I Incomplete�
complete

Strong :0 Unbounded range�No intermediates�Point; Unbounded range�No

intermediates�Bounded range

II Large�small Moderate :1/3 Unbounded range�Range�Bounded range

III Full�empty Slight :2/3 Point/Range�Point; Bounded range�Range/Point; Bounded range�
Range�Bounded range

IV Inside�outside Minimal :0 Bounded range�Range�Bounded range; Point�No intermediates�Point;

Unbounded range�Point�Unbounded range
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If these premises hold, then it is reasonable to
expect that the phenomenological structure of a
dimension will be an important factor when
determining how close the state of affairs repre-
sented by the negated property is to the opposite
property. In effect it describes whether the
number of significant variations of a property*in
in terms of experience-bins mapping qualitatively
different steps in the scale of phenomenal in-
stances of an attribute*are more or less the same
for the two poles, or are many for one pole and
very few (or even only one) for the other. It also
describes if there are any experience-bins corre-
sponding to the intermediates and if so how many.

According to this hypothesis, an overall simi-
larity in the behaviour of negation would emerge
between properties belonging to the same type.

STUDY 1

The aim of the study was to test whether the
behaviour of negation as a modifier of degree was
consistent across opposites of the same type of
dimension and was different between opposites
belonging to the four different types described
earlier (Types I, II, III, IV; see Table 1).

The behaviour of negation is operationalised in
this study (as in Studies 2 and 3) in terms of
localisation of the experience evoked by a nega-
tive sentence (when used descriptively) along a
dimension identified by two precise opposite
extremes. In particular we considered the distance
of the response from the opposite pole with
respect to the negated property. That is, the
response to the phrase ‘‘the washbasin is not
full’’ was operationalised in terms of distance
from the state of complete emptiness. When the
distance was close to zero, this meant that
negation had activated a representation of the
opposite. When it was at various distances away
from zero, the experience that participants had in
mind could not be considered as coincident with
the opposite but was sited somewhere in between
the two poles.

Given that (1) we were interested in anchoring
the understanding of negation to the perceptual

gradations of the properties concerned and (2) we
wanted to prevent participants from anchoring
their responses to subjectively imagined situa-
tions, we used scales with fixed anchors so that
identification of consistency or lack of consistency
in what was imagined to be the referent for the
negated property was facilitated. These anchors
referred to precise experiences exemplifying the
extreme conditions for the dimension.

Method

Participants. These were 56 undergraduate
students of the University of Macerata, Italy,
Faculty of Humanities, aged 21�36. Thirty under-
graduates (21 females and nine males) partici-
pated in Group 1 and 26 (18 females and eight
males) participated in Group 2.

Procedure. The experiment took place in a
university classroom. Participants were divided
into two groups. Each participant received one of
two questionnaires (see Material) with 16 phrases
and a corresponding number of 11-point scales
printed respectively under each phrase.

It was explained that they had to imagine a
person looking at a scene that they themselves
could not see and that the person had described
what she/he was looking at. The experimenter
explained that the sentences above each scale
represented this description. It was made clear
that they had to consider the description narrated
with a neutral, nonemphatic tone.

Participants were first asked to imagine the
scene the person was looking at and then to
indicate what they had imagined by using the
scale printed below each description (an example
of the items used is shown in Figure 2).

When introducing the task, it was explicitly
stated that the two endpoints of each scale were
the extreme conditions for that scale and that
participants should use them as standard points
for their responses. This was also explained in the
instructions printed at the top of the first page:
‘‘After having imagined the scene that the person
is looking at and describing to you, mark a point

Figure 2. Example of the items used in Study 1.
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along the scale expressing the distance of the

experience you have in mind from the two

extreme conditions indicated as endpoints of the

scale.’’

Material. Two questionnaires, each consisting of
16 phrases (four types of dimensions and four

pairs of opposite properties for each type of

dimension) and a corresponding number of 11-

point scales (each scale was printed under the

phrase it referred to). The complete list of

sentences and corresponding endpoints are pre-

sented in Appendix 1.
The phrases were of the same predicative

structure: ‘‘Object A is not X’’. X was, in turn, a

different spatial property (such as large, full, open

etc . . . ). This property was taken from the list of

opposites studied by Bianchi et al. (in press; see

also Bianchi & Savardi, 2008) and thus its

psychophysical structure was known.
The phrases in the two questionnaires were

the same except for the property used in the

predicate which was opposite in the two

sets*e.g., ‘‘the washbasin is not full’’ in one

set, and ‘‘the washbasin is not empty’’ in the

other set. The properties studied are presented in

Table 2 (column III), where the correspondence

of each property to one of the four types of

dimension and the metrical (column I) and

topological (column II) characteristics of the

various types of dimensions are summarised.
The scale printed under each sentence was the

same for the two groups. The endpoles had been

identified by the researchers as extreme concrete

examples of the property studied. For instance,

for the phrase ‘‘the washbasin is not full’’ the

endpoles were, respectively, ‘‘it is perfectly dry’’

and ‘‘it is overflowing with water’’. Both the terms

to which the negator was applied (in the above

example, full) and its opposite (empty) were never

mentioned as endpoles.

Experimental design. Three independent vari-
ables were considered. Type of dimension (4

levels: Type I, II, III, IV) and pairs of properties

(4 levels, nested in type of dimension) were all

studied within groups. The variable pole of the

pair (left or right pole) was studied between

groups*one group was presented with 16 phrases

referring to one pole of the pairs analysed (e.g.,

large, full, near, etc.); the other group with the

opposite pole (e.g., small, empty, far, etc.).

Result and discussion

In the following pages, dimension type is indi-
cated by means of three components (Pole A,
intermediate, Pole B). When the reference is to
one of the two poles (to which the negator is
applied), the initial of the pole in question is
indicated in capital letters and the other compo-
nents of the dimension are in lower case letters.
For instance, ‘‘open�closed’’ belongs to the Un-
bounded interval�No intermediates�Point type of
dimension. When the negator is applied to open,
i.e., the unbounded pole, we will refer to this by
using capital letters for the corresponding pole
(Unp), whereas when negation is applied to
closed, the point pole will be in capital letters
(unP).

Statistical analysis. The analysis of the responses
aimed to answer two questions: (1) Were there
differences between the eight types of poles (and
between the four types of dimensions)? (2) Were
responses consistent between different pairs of
properties belonging to the same type of dimen-
sion?

(1) A mixed model ANOVA was conducted to
compare the distance from the opposite pole
produced by negation when applied to various
different poles (the left and right poles of each
dimension were studied between groups and type
of dimension within groups). The interaction
between types of dimension and poles turned
out to be significant, F(3, 666)�3.867, p�.009.
As Figure 3 shows and Bonferroni’s post hoc tests
revealed (see table on the right in Figure 3), it
was the negation of the unbounded pole of the
dimensions of the type Point�No intermedia-
tes�Unbounded range (i.e., pnU) that achieved
the closest proximity to the opposite pole with
respect to almost all the other poles. In contrast,
it was with one of the two point poles of the
dimensions of the type Point�Range�Point
(namely Prp) that negation produced a particu-
larly small shift, remaining far away from the
opposite pole. For the other types of poles
studied, the shift was in between the two.

Figure 3 also shows that the negator pro-
duced a similar effect when applied to either
poles of dimensions of the type Bounded
range�range�unbounded range (i.e., Bru�brU)
and Bounded range�Point�Bounded range
(Bpb�bpB). For both these types of dimensions,
responses stopped at a point relatively far from
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the opposite endpole at a distance of around

30�35% of the dimension.
In contrast, negation behaved asymmetrically

between the two poles of the other two types of

dimension. With dimensions of the type

Point�No intermediate�Unbounded range, the

shift remained again at a distance of around

35% from the opposite endpole when applied to

the point pole (i.e., Pnu), but went closer to the

opposite (around 20%) when applied to the

unbounded pole (i.e., pnU). Bonferroni post

hoc comparisons (see table on the right of

Figure 3; Pnu-pnU) revealed this difference to

be significant for p�.036. Also in the case of

dimensions of the type Point�Range�Point, ne-

gation produced a shift stopping at around 35%

of the dimension from the opposite endpole for

one of the poles (i.e., prP) but farther away

(namely around the midpoint*45%*of the

dimension) for the other pole (Bonferroni,

p�.016).
(2) In order to verify whether these results

reflected in effect the consistent behaviour of

negation when applied to different opposite

properties sharing a similar phenomenological

structure, we conducted four separate mixed

model ANOVAs, one for each type of dimension,

with pole as the factor between groups and

property as the variable within groups. Since in

this study it is meaningless to consider the

average value for the effect of the two poles on

each property, the main effect of the variable

property was not taken into account. The inter-

action between poles and properties was the most

TABLE 2

Pairs of opposite properties used in Study 1

Metrical characteristics of

dimensions

Prototypical topological structure of dimensions (based on their three

components: A, neither A nor B, B) Pairs of opposites

Asymmetry: strong

Intermediate region:

almost null

UNP

(Unbounded range�No intermediates�Point)

open�closed

(it. aperto�chiuso)

curved�straight

(it. storto�diritto)

moving�still

(it. mosso�immobile)

bounded�unbounded

(it. limitato�ilimitato)

Asymmetry: moderate

Intermediate region:

around 1/3 of

the dimension

URB

(Unbounded range�Range�Bounded range)

high�low

(it. alto�basso)

complex�simple

(it. complicato�semplice)

thick�thin

(it. spesso�sottile)

far�near

(it. lontano�vicino)

Asymmetry: slight

Intermediate region:

around 2/3

of the dimension

PRP

(Point�Range�Point)

beginning�end

(it. inizio�fine)

top�bottom

(it. in cima�in fondo)

full�empty

(it. pieno�vuoto)

vertical�horizontal

(it. verticale�orizzontale)

Asymmetry: null

Intermediate region:

almost null

BPB

(Bounded range�Point�Bounded range)

in front�behind

(it. davanti�dietro)

left�right

(it. sinistra�destra)

above�below

(it. sopra�sotto)

convergent�divergent

(it. convergente�
divergente)
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interesting datum to analyse. When significant
differences emerged, Bonferroni post hoc tests
were carried out in order to discover which
properties differed between the two series of
four properties (one series referred to Pole A
and the other to Pole B). Here are the results for
each type of dimension studied.

. Type I, Bounded range�Range�Unbounded
range (Figure 4, top left graph). The main
effect of pole confirmed a similar effect of
negation when applied to one pole as com-
pared to the other: mean effect of pole, F(1,
54)�0.0001, p�.991. What is interesting for
the purposes of testing the consistency of
responses within each type of dimension is
the interaction between poles and properties,
which turned out to be nonsignificant, F(3,
162)�1.661, p�.177. Therefore, responses
were consistent across the four properties
analysed.

. Type II, Bounded range�Point�Bounded
range (Figure 4, top right graph). Again,
the main effect of pole confirmed the ab-
sence of any difference between the two
poles, F(1, 54)�.0004, p�.98. No significant
interactions emerged between property and
poles: responses were consistent between all
four properties for both poles, F(3,
162)�0.530, p�.662.

. Type III, Point�No intermediates�Unbounded
range (Figure 4, bottom left graph). The
main effect of pole confirmed that the

average shift produced by negation was
different for the two poles: mean effect of
pole, F(1, 54)�11.292, p�.001. The inter-
action between properties and poles turned
out to be significant, F(3, 162)�13.055,
pB.001. Post hoc tests revealed that re-
sponses were consistent for three out of the
four properties, for both poles. For the Point
pole (Pnu), only one difference was found in
the cases of unbounded and closed (Bonfer-
oni, p�.009). For the other pole (pnU), one
property, bounded, behaved in a different
way (Bonferroni: bounded-open, pB.001;
bounded-curved, p�.005; bounded-moving,
p�.018).

. Type IV, Point�Range�Point (Figure 4, bot-
tom right graph). It was confirmed that the
average shift was different for the two poles:
mean effect of pole, F(1, 54)�9.174,
p�.003. The interaction between pole and
property was significant, F(3, 162)�2.711,
p�.046, but again this was limited to a
difference between horizontal and empty
for Pole B (Bonferoni, p�.010). For Pole
A, responses turned out to be consistent
across all four properties.

The results thus far confirm that the behaviour
of negation tends to be similar for properties
sharing a similar dimensional structure. No differ-
ences were found between at least three out of
the four properties studied as instances of each
pole. In the case of five out of the eight series of

Figure 3. Mean degree of distance of the negated sentence from the opposite endpole, for each of the poles of the four types of

dimension studied in Study 1. For each type of dimension, Poles A and B refer, respectively, to the first and the second pole

mentioned in the abscissa. Vertical bars represent �/� 1 SE. Significant differences between poles that emerged in post hoc tests are

presented in the table on the right.
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poles studied, this was confirmed for all four
properties.

STUDY 2

The second study aimed to verify whether the
findings of Study 1 could be further generalised,
extending the investigation to new pairs of
opposites, each belonging to one the four types
of dimension. In this study, unlike the first, we
considered two different phrases for each prop-
erty. The aim was to test the consistency of
responses when the same negated property was
applied to various different objects/situations. We
also used a continuous rather than a discrete scale
in order to understand if the symmetrical beha-
viour of negation with dimensions of the type
Bounded range�Point�Bounded range and
Bounded range�Range�Unbounded range, as
found in Study 1, was genuinely symmetrical or
rather the result of the masking of a small but
significant difference between the two poles due
to the discontinuous scale used.

Method

Participants. These were 82 undergraduate
students of the University of Macerata, Faculty
of Humanities, aged 21�36, divided into two
groups of 41 (Group 1: 29 females and 12 males;
Group 2: 27 females, 14 males).

Procedure. The same as in Study 1, except that
the scales on which participants were asked to
respond were continuous (11 cm) rather than
discrete.

Materials. For each of the four types of dimen-
sions, three different pairs of opposite properties
were used, each applied to two different reference
objects/situations (see Table 3 and Appendix 2).
Each participant was thus presented with 24
phrases (4 types of dimensions�3 properties�2
objects/situations). The spatial opposites studied
were again extracted from the 37 spatial pairs
analysed by Bianchi et al., in press. The two
objects/situations to which each property was
applied had been identified by the researchers
according to the criterion that the property was

TABLE 3

Pairs of opposite properties used in Study 2 and objects to which they were applied

Metrical characteristics of dimensions

Topological structure of dimensions

(based on their three components:

A, neither A nor B, B) Pairs of opposites Object/situation

Asymmetry: strong

Intermediate region:

almost null

UNP

(Unbounded range�No

intermediates�Point)

moving�still

(it. mosso�immobile)

asymmetrical�
symmetrical

(it. asimmetrico�
simmetrico)

incomplete�complete

(it. incompleto�completo)

stone; football

furniture; streets

homework; building

Asymmetry: moderate

Intermediate region:

around 1/3 of the dimension

URB

(Unbounded range�
Range�Bounded range)

broad�narrow

(it. largo�stretto)

large�small

(it. grande�piccolo)

long�short

(it. lungo�corto)

underpass; room

construction; animal

road; essay

Asymmetry: slight

Intermediate region:

around 2/3 of the dimension

PRP or BRB

(Point�Range�Point or

Bounded range�Range�
Bounded range)

full�empty

(it. pieno�vuoto)

top�bottom

(it. in cima�in fondo)

beginning�end

(it. inizio�fine)

cinema; tank

pigeon; bucket

phrase; fisherman

Asymmetry: null

Intermediate region:

almost null

BPB or UPU

(Bounded range�Point�
Bounded range or

Unbounded range�Point�
Unbounded range)

convex�concave

(it. concavo�convesso)

above�below

(it. sopra�sotto)

ascending�descending

(it. salita�discesa)

cheeks; roadbed

fish; apartment

race; water
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manifested perceptually in different ways. For

example, the pair full�empty was in one situation

applied to a room full of people (i.e., to a discrete

quantity of elements), in the other situation to the

quantity of petrol in the tank of a car (i.e., to a

continuous quantity of a substance).

Results and discussion

Statistical analysis. As in Study 1, the analysis of
participants’ responses aimed to verify whether

there were differences between the poles of the

four types of dimensions and whether responses

were consistent between different pairs of proper-

ties belonging to the same type. In this study, the

analysis also aimed to verify whether the beha-

viour of a negated property was consistent when

applied to different objects/situations.
Instead of analysing responses with a single

nested ANOVA (with objects nested in properties

and properties nested in types) which would lead

to excessive degrees of freedom in terms of the

numerator and the comparison between proper-

ties belonging to different types of dimension

(which did not suit our purposes), we did two

separate analyses. (1) An initial mixed model

ANOVA was conducted to study the overall

effect of negation when applied to the eight poles

studied (type of dimension was the variable
studied within groups and pole, A or B, the
variable studied between groups). (2) In order
to understand the consistency of responses across
properties and objects/situations, separate nested
ANOVAs, one for each pole, were then con-
ducted, with objects (on two levels) nested in
property (on three levels).

(1) The mixed model ANOVA revealed a
significant interaction between types of dimen-
sions and poles, F(3, 1470)�64.332, pB.0001.
As shown in Figure 5 and similar to what was
found in Study 1, negation remained at a
distance of around 35% from the opposite
endpole in most cases. This was found for
both poles, with dimensions of the type
Bounded range�Point�Bounded range (where
there was no difference between the two poles)
and with dimensions of the type Bounded
range�Range�Unbounded range. In the case of
the latter dimension, Bonferroni post hoc tests
revealed that negation of the brU pole moved
the response closer to the opposite endpole than
when Bru was negated (see comparison Bru-
brU in the table to the right of Figure 5).

An asymmetrical effect of negation for the
two poles was found with dimensions of the
type Point�No intermediates�Unbounded range,
confirming the results of Study 1. The negation

Figure 5. Mean degree of distance of the negated sentence from the opposite endpole, for each of the poles of the four types of

dimension studied in Study 2. For each type of dimension, Pole A and B refer, respectively, to the first and the second pole

mentioned. Vertical bars represent �/�1 SE. Significant differences between poles which emerged in post hoc tests are presented

in the table on the right.
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of the point pole (i.e., Pnu) remained at

a similar distance from the opposite pole with

respect to what found for the previously dis-

cussed dimensions, whereas with the other pole

(i.e., pnU) the negator moved the response very

close to the opposite endpole. As confirmed by

all the post hoc comparisons concerning pnU in

the table on the right of Figure 5, this latter

distance was significantly smaller with respect to

all other poles.
The last type of dimension, Point�Range�Point,

similar to what was found in Study 1, was asso-

ciated with the less ‘‘eliminative’’ behaviour of

negation. Responses were in fact located around

the midpoint of the dimension. Although this was

the case for only one pole in Study 1, it was

confirmed for both poles in Study 2 (with no

significant differences between the two).
(2) In order to ascertain whether the overall

behaviour described in the analyses presented

thus far was consistent across the three properties

studied as representative of the same type of pole

and across the two objects/situations to which

the same property was applied, eight nested

ANOVAs were conducted. The results are

summarised in Figure 6. The two graphs along-

side each other refer, respectively, to Poles A and

B of each of the four dimensions studied (the

acronym of the pole is reported in the title of

each graph).
A significant main effect of the factor property

emerged in three out of the eight poles studied.

Namely, with type Pnu, F(2, 240)�10.394,

pB.001, non-symmetrical moved closer to the

opposite endpole than the other two negated

properties (Bonferroni post hoc tests, pB.0001).

With pole type pnU, F(2, 240)�12.942,

pB.0001), non-asymmetrical remained farther

away from the opposite endpole than the other

two properties (Bonferroni post hoc tests, pB.01)

and a difference was found also between moving

and incomplete (p�.040). With pole type bpB,

F(2, 239)�4.271, p�.015, a difference was found

between ascending and convex (Bonferroni post

hoc tests, p�.011). In all other cases, responses

were consistent between all of the three proper-

ties studied for each pole.
No significant differences were found between

the two different objects/situations to which the

same negated property was applied for any of the

24 properties analysed, thus showing a very strong

consistency of responses between objects.

Joint analysis of Studies 1 and 2

Our main aim in Studies 1 and 2 was to verify
whether the behaviour of negation could be
generalised across dimensions sharing a similar
psychophysical structure. The analysis of our
findings in terms of distance from the opposite
endpole (addressed in the Results sections of
Study 1 and 2) for the most part supports the
hypothesis of similar behaviour between dimen-
sions sharing the same structure. It also revealed
that different patterns of responses for the two
poles are associated with the four dimensions
studied (for a summary see Figures 3 and 5).
These patterns can be summarised as follows:
with dimensions type Bounded range�Range�
Unbounded range, Bounded range�Point�
Bounded range, and Point�No intermediates�
Unbounded range negation remains at a certain
distance from the opposite endpole (around 35%
of the entire dimension). This happens for both
poles with the first two dimensions and for only
one pole (Pnu) with the latter. With this latter
dimension, Point�No intermediate�Unbounded
range, the negation of the unbounded pole in
contrast activates a representation that is very
close to the opposite extreme. Conversely, with
dimensions type Point�Range�Point the negated
phrases are associated to states in between the two
endpoles.

In order to better understand what these
results suggest in terms of how negation func-
tions, these measurements of distance can be
plotted using the metric structure of the dimen-
sions analysed (this may be derived from Bianchi
et al., in press). This has been done in Figure 7,
where bars represents the extension of each
dimension studied and its internal organisation
in terms of the metric size of the left pole, of the
intermediates and of the right pole (see Appen-
dix 3). The average behaviour of negation for
both poles is represented inside each bar with a
point mark. To explain why this comparison may
be useful, let us consider that knowing that
negation leads to a response which is positioned,
for example, at a distance of 35% from the
opposite endpole, surely gives us some informa-
tion but yet might mean something else. Indeed,
it might refer to a gradation of the opposite pole
when this pole extends across more than 35% of
the entire dimension (e.g., if we were 35% far
from the extreme of convex in Figure 7), but it
might also indicate an intermediate state if
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Figure 6. Each graph refers to a type of pole, and shows the mean responses for the two objects nested in the three properties

analysed. The two graphs alongside each other refer, respectively, to the left and right poles of each of the four types of dimensions.

From top to bottom (see the acronym of the pole in the title of each graph): Bounded range�Range�Unbounded range, Bounded

range�Point�Bounded range, Point�No intermediates�Unbounded range, and Point�Range�Point. Vertical bars represent 91 SE.
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intermediates cover the region at a distance of

around 35% from the endpole (e.g., if we were

at a distance of 35% from the extreme of narrow

in Figure 7). It might also mean a low degree of

the negated property if the opposite pole ex-

tends very little from the extreme (e.g., if we

were at a distance of 35% from the extreme of

still in Figure 7).
If we look at our findings in Studies 1 and 2 in

light of the internal structure of each dimension

(see Figure 7), the consistency of responses

between pairs belonging to the same type of

dimension clearly emerges, not only in each study

but also between studies. The results in Studies 1

and 2 can thus be rephrased as follows:

. Type I, Bounded range�Range�Unbounded
range: When applied to the unbounded pole
(brU), negation does not indicate a certain
degree of the opposite pole but rather
indicates intermediate states (the points
referring to the negated sentence fall in the

Figure 7. The bars represent the extension and the internal organisation of each dimension studied in Studies 1 (bars on the left)

and 2 (bars on the right), as representatives of the four types of dimensions. The two grey regions within each bar and the white

region in between them indicate, respectively, the metric proportional extension of the left pole, of the right pole and of the

intermediates*as emerged in tasks involving phenomenological psychophysics (Bianchi & Savardi, 2008; Bianchi et al., in press).

Within each bar, the average behaviour of negation for each of the poles is plotted using the initial letter of the negated pole (e.g.,

not-B, in the first bar, stays for not-broad; not-N for not-narrow). In Study 2 (the column of bars on the right), each dimension is

represented twice, since two different objects/situations were studied for each dimension.
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white region in between the two grey re-
gions). When applied to the bounded pole
(Bru) negation indicates a certain degree of
the opposite property but not to an extreme
extent (the points referring to the negated
sentence fall in the opposite grey region, but
remain closer to the intermediates than to
the extremes).

. Type II, Bounded range�Point�Bounded
range: Negation of either pole implies a
moderate degree of the opposite property
(falling in the grey region of the opposite
pole). In some cases with one of the poles,
participants’ responses were positioned very
close to (or even within) the intermediate
region (see Figure 7, the negations of the first
five Bpb poles in Study 2).

. Type III, Point�No intermediates�
Unbounded range: When applied to the
unbounded pole (pnU), negation moved
responses close to the opposite extreme. This
however was not the case when negation was
applied to the point pole (Pnu). In this case
what people seemed to have in mind was a
medium gradation of the opposite property.

. Type IV, Point�Range�Point: With the ex-
ception of horizontal in Study 1, for all the
other pairs in Studies 1 and 2, negation of
either pole is understood not as affirmation
of the opposite pole (even to a lesser degree)
but as affirmation of an intermediate state.
Responses fell in the white intermediate
region, and are thus around the midpoint of
the dimension.

STUDY 3

Study 3 was designed to verify whether the results
found in previous studies and discussed in terms
of distance from the extremes of the scales were
confirmed when the endpoles refer generically
to extreme states (maximum degree of the two
opposite properties) and are not anchored to
precise experiences. In Studies 1 and 2 partici-
pants were presented with fixed anchors for two
basic reasons: first, in order to keep participants
oriented towards specific concrete objects/situa-
tions; second, in order to avoid noise in the data
that might derive from participants anchoring
their responses to subjectively imagined situa-
tions. However, since in both Studies 1 and 2 the
behaviour of negation turned out to be robust

across object/situations and if the anchor points
chosen by the experimenters in effect reflected
the perceptual limits for the gradations of the
given dimensions, the general results found in the
two previous studies should be largely confirmed
when generically expressed endpoints were used.

Study 3 thus replicates Study 2, but generic
endpoints instead of fixed endpoints are used for
each scale. For example, the scale used in
association with the phrase ‘‘the cinema is not
full’’ ranges in Study 3 from maximally full to
maximally empty (and not from ‘‘all the seats are
occupied’’ to ‘‘there is nobody’’, as in Study 2).
A central anchor, positioned exactly in the middle
of the scale, is also used. The scales thus become
similar to the bipolar rating scales typically used
in psychological research (for instance Likert
scales which range from ‘‘totally in agreement’’
to ‘‘totally in disagreement’’ or min-max scales).

Method

Participants: 50 undergraduate students of the
University of Macerata, Faculty of Humanities,
aged 21 to 32, divided into two groups (group 1:
16 females and 7 males; group 2: 17 females and
10 males).

Procedure. The same as in study 2, except that
the endpoles of the scales on which participants
were asked to respond referred to the two
opposite properties in terms of ‘‘maximally X’’
(e.g., ‘‘a street maximally long’’) and ‘‘maximally
Y’’ (e.g., ‘‘a street maximally short’’).

Materials. The same as in Study 2. Only the
endpoints of the scale were different, as described
in the procedure. The content of the phrases and
their order of presentation was the same as in
Study 2.

Results and discussion

A mixed model ANOVA revealed a significant
interaction between types of dimension and
poles, F(3, 876)�42.288, pB.0001. The pattern
of responses (see Figure 8) is similar to that found
in Study 2 (Figure 5).

In Figure 9 the average responses in Study 3
are represented (see the square marks) in direct
comparison to the results found in Study 2 (re-
presented by circular marks) and to the internal
psychophysical organisation of the dimensions
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studied. The two sets of responses appear visually
very similar.

Independent sample t-tests were conducted to
compare participants’ responses in Studies 3 and 2,
for each of the 48 stimuli (4 types of dimensions�3
properties�2 objects�2 poles). No significant
differences emerged for 38 out of the 48 stimuli,
i.e., for almost 80% of the phrases studied. The 10
stimuli which received different responses in Stu-
dies 3 and 2 are reported in Table 4 and are
represented in Figure 9 by white (as opposed to
black) square and circular marks.

In only three cases (the two sentences with
‘‘not-convex’’ and one sentence with ‘‘not-ascend-
ing’’; respectively, not-X and not-A in Figure 9),
that is for 6% of the total number of stimuli
studied, did the difference between responses
consist of a change of the internal region of the
dimension. In Study 2 (circular marks), responses
fell slightly inside the intermediate (white) region,
whereas in Study 3 (square marks) they fell in the
grey area of the opposite pole (near the border
with the intermediate zone). In all other cases the
difference remains inside the same grey or white
region. For example, although ‘‘the animal is not-
large’’ was associated with different positions
along the response scale in Studies 2 and 3,
in both studies it was, however, identified as an
intermediate rather than an opposite state (and in
fact both marks fall in the white region). Similarly,
although ‘‘the homework is not complete’’ was

associated with different positions along the
response scale in Studies 2 and 3, in both studies
it indicated a moderate gradation (rather than a
strong gradation) of incompleteness*in fact both
marks fall in the initial grey region, far from the
extreme of incomplete.

In conclusion, and similar to the results of
Study 2, with dimensions of the type Bounded
range�Range�Unbounded range, negation is as-
sociated with intermediate states when applied to
the unbounded pole (brU), and to a moderate
gradation of the opposite property when applied to
the bounded pole (Bru).

With dimensions of the type Bounded
range�Point�Bounded range, negation causes
responses to indicate a moderate gradation of
the opposite property for both poles. While
responses went close to the intermediate area in
Study 2 for ‘‘not-convex’’ and partially for ‘‘not-
ascending’’, in Study 3 this was found only for
‘‘not-above’’.

The behaviour of negation is also consistent
with Study 2 for the remaining types of dimension.
With dimensions of the type Point�No interme-
diates�Unbounded range, negation causes re-
sponses to almost reach the opposite extreme
when applied to the unbounded pole (pnU), but
indicated only a medium gradation of the opposite
pole when applied to the point pole (Pnu).

With dimensions of the type Point�Range�
Point, negation is not understood as an affirma-

Figure 8. Mean degree of distance of the negated sentence from the opposite endpole, for each of the poles of the four types of

dimension studied in Study 3. For each type of dimension, Poles A and B refer, respectively, to the first and the second pole

mentioned. Vertical bars represent 91 SE. Significant differences between poles that emerged in post hoc tests are presented in the

table on the right.
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tion of the opposite pole (not even to a lesser
degree) but as an affirmation of intermediate
states. These are internal to the dimension, in
the central region, generally just around the
midpoint of the dimension.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The studies presented in this paper aimed to
verify whether the psychophysical structure of
dimensions might help us to understand the
behaviour of negation. Many works studying
negation, and in particular the shift towards the
opposite attribute that negation implies, have
considered the structure of the dimension as a
critical factor. The way in which this ‘‘structure’’
has been operationalised, however, changes from
author to author. As we remarked in the intro-
duction, the unmarked or marked nature of the
pole to which the negator is applied (Fraenkel &
Schul, 2008), the contradictory or contrary nature
of the pairs (i.e., the absence or presence of a
state characterised as being neither one pole nor
the other; Fraenkel & Schul, 2008), the bounded
and unbounded nature of the adjectives (Paradis,
2001; Paradis & Willners, 2006) are all factors that
help us to predict at least partially the way in
which negation will function in natural language.
All seems to depend on the various aspects of the
‘‘structure’’ of the pair of adjectives.

In the previously mentioned literature, the
definition of the structure of the dimension within
which negation occurs is mainly based on linguistic
behaviour, for example, whether it is possible to

express the two opposite properties or the inter-
mediates in association with certain degree modi-
fiers. In addition, the definition of marked or
unmarked poles is based on linguistic aspects,
namely morphological aspects (e.g., in the pair
symmetrical�asymmetrical, the latter is derived
and marked) or semantic aspects (e.g., in the pair
long�short, ‘‘how long is it?’’ and not ‘‘how short is
it?’’ is the question which has no implications, and
thus short is marked). These methods, although
revisited in a more cognitive fashion, still play a
significant role in Cruse and Togia’s (1995) defini-
tion of various antonymic structures (see also
Croft & Cruse, 2004) and in Kennedy and McNal-
ly’s (2005) classification. The aim of the present
paper was to verify whether the phenomenal
structure of dimensions as captured by psychophy-
sics might contribute to the issue. It seems in fact
reasonable to expect that the perceptual experi-
ence of the instances belonging to a dimension and
the description of its phenomenal structure some-
how define the ‘‘degrees of freedom’’ of the
referential meaning of negation.

Our findings demonstrated that the behaviour
of negation is generally consistent between prop-
erties (or situations) characterised by a similar
psychophysical structure and therefore a general-
isation of the discourse in terms of type of
dimension is permissible. In the joint analysis of
Studies 1 and 2 and in the Results section of Study
3, we have commented on our findings not only in
terms of the distance of responses from the
opposite endpole, but also with reference to
what we learn from the psychophysical structure
of the four types of opposites when we wish to
qualitatively define the shift associated with the
use of negation in terms of a shift towards an
intermediate state, a moderate gradation of the
opposite pole, or an extreme gradation of the
opposite pole.

The conclusions drawn from our findings are in
part consistent with some of the results discussed
in the introduction. For example, in agreement
with the observation made by Fraenkel and Schul
(2008) that whenever negation is used as a degree
modifier, it implies a mitigation of the antonym
(the negated adjective would never shift suffi-
ciently far towards the opposite adjective to reach
it), our participants never interpreted negation as
referring to precisely the opposite endpole. Re-
sponses that get closest to the opposite extreme
(see pnU in Figures 3, 5, and 8, and also in Figures
7 and 9), however, never actually reached it.

TABLE 4

Significant differences between mean responses in Studies 3

and 2 (independent samples t-tests)

Type of

pole Negated property (object) t df Sig.

brU not-large (animal) �4.493 62 B.001

brU not-long (essay) �3.214 62 �.002

Bpb not-convex (cheeks) 2.423 62 �.018

Bpb not-convex (roadbed) 2.080 62 �.042

Bpb not-ascending (water) 2.554 62 �.013

bpB not-ascending (race) 2.493 62 �.015

Pnu not-complete (homework) 2.773 66 �.007

Prp not-full (cinema) �3.115 63 �.003

Prp not-at beginning

(fisherman)

�2.338 63 �.023

prP not-at end (fisherman) �2.389 66 �.020

The differences are indicated in Figure 8 with square and

circular white marks.
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Fraenkel and Schul (2008) also found that

mitigation was greater for contradictory pairs

than for contrary pairs. In our study, the type of

dimension without intermediates (and thus fitting

the requisite which holds for contradictories, that

is, that one of the two must be true) was

Point�No intermediates�Unbounded range. This

type of dimension was associated in all studies

with a significantly greater shift produced by the

negator when applied to the unbounded pole

(pnU) with respect to all other types of dimen-

sions. However, our findings add the clarification

that this is true only when the unbounded pole is

negated; with the other pole, negation is identi-

Figure 9. Comparison between average responses in Studies 3 (square marks) and 2 (circular marks). The acronym close to the

marks indicates the negated property to which responses refer to (e.g., not-B, in the first bar, stays for not-broad; not-N for not-

narrow). White (as opposed to black) square and circular marks are used when the comparison between the average values in

Studies 2 and 3 turned out to be significant (see Table 4). The grey and white regions within each bar represent the internal metric

organisation of the left pole, intermediates, and right pole.
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fied with a moderate degree of the opposite pole
and the ‘‘mitigation’’*to use Fraenkel and
Schul’s expression*is comparable to that found
for dimensions of the type Bounded ran-
ge�Range�Unbounded range or Bounded ran-
ge�Point�Bounded range.

Furthermore, the phenomenal nature of the
structure of dimensions also seems to suggest a
possible explanation for the only partial confir-
mation of the predictions made by Paradis and
Willners (2006). They hypothesised a twofold
behaviour of negation (with unbounded mean-
ings, not wide " narrow and not narrow " wide;
with bounded meanings: not alive�dead and not
dead�alive), but what their results showed was in
effect a fourfold pattern of responses for the
bounded meanings. For some pairs, negation
displayed eliminative behaviour in both directions
(e.g., dead�alive); with other pairs there was
eliminative behaviour in one direction but not
in the other (e.g., bound�free); in a third case
there was a mitigating effect in both directions
(e.g., full�empty). In this last case, bounded
adjectives behaved in a similar way to unbounded
adjectives (i.e., they found that not full " empty
and not empty " full as well as not wide "

narrow and not narrow " wide). According to our
typologies, dead�alive, free�bound, and full�
empty are not representatives of the same struc-
ture. Dead�alive would be an example of
Point�No intermediates�Point, i.e., a structure
not considered in the two studies presented
here. Free�bound belongs to the class Point�No
intermediate�Unbounded range and thus we
would expect exactly what the authors found,
that is, that negation produces a shift towards the
opposite pole which is much greater in one case
than in the other. Full�empty belongs to the class
Point�Range�Point, and thus we would expect
the negator to produce a small shift towards the
opposite for both poles*again consistent with the
results found by Paradis and Willners.

We would like to make it clear that we are not
proposing phenomenological psychophysics as a
‘‘cure all’’. Neither are we suggesting that linguis-
tic, pragmatic, or connotative (positive/negative)
factors had no role to play. We are merely putting
forward the idea that a further important factor
to consider is the phenomenal shape of dimen-
sions. This shape defines the ‘‘counterfactual
space’’ which presents itself in one’s mind with
negation. The shape of this counterfactual space
is not logical but is perceptually grounded. It can
be identified by means of a systematic explora-

tion of quality spaces and the quantitative repre-
sentation of perceptual responses to variations in
stimulus parameters, i.e., with reference to phe-
nomenological psychophysics (Bianchi & Savardi,
2008; Bianchi et al., in press; Kubovy & Gepsh-
tein, 2003). This, apart from being relevant to an
understanding of the behaviour of negation in
research paradigms such as those we have dis-
cussed, might also be relevant to the second
stream of research mentioned in the introduction
which concerns the mental representations acti-
vated when negated sentences are being pro-
cessed. A study of the phenomenal structure of
dimensions might also help us to predict what
type of representation will be activated when the
predicate is not a contradictory predicate. Kaup
et al. (2006; Kaup, Yaxley, et al., 2007) demon-
strated that when a picture representing the
actual state of affairs was presented 1500 ms
after reading a contradictory sentence containing
a negation (e.g., ‘‘The umbrella is not closed’’
followed by a picture showing an open umbrella),
facilitation effects were observed with this picture
rather than with the picture representing the
negated state of affairs, i.e., a closed umbrella.
But doubts were raised about what one might
expect in case of noncontradictory phrases such
as the ‘‘the star is not above the plus sign’’, for
which responses seemed difficult to predict. If the
phenomenal structure of a dimension indicates
the ‘‘steps’’ (or bins, to refer to the terminology
used in the introduction) corresponding to quali-
tative differences in the perceptual experiences
forming a dimension, it might be possible to
establish ‘‘anchors’’ (grounded in perception) for
the representations which are spontaneously
activated, also with this latter type of phrase.

Similarly, it might be interesting to verify
whether the gaps found by Bonini, Osherson,
Viale, and Williamson (1999) between the lower
boundary of the range of values that participants
identified for a sentence to be true, and the upper
boundaries of the range of values that participants
identified for the corresponding sentence to be
false (or the corresponding negative sentence to
be true) vary in relation to the four psychophy-
sical structures discussed here. Bonini et al.
showed, for example, that participants indicated
around 181 cm as the minimum value for the
sentence ‘‘the man is tall’’ to be true, but this was
not the boundary for ‘‘the man is tall’’ to be false,
neither was it the boundary for ‘‘the man is not
tall’’ to be true. When asked to indicate the
maximum value for the sentence ‘‘the man is
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not tall’’ to be true, participants indicated a height
of around 160 cm (the results were not much
different when they were asked to say at what
point the sentence ‘‘the man is tall’’ starts to be
false). Similarly, the average age indicated as the
lower limit for ‘‘the man is old’’ to be true was 68
years old, but 58 years old was indicated as the
upper limit for ‘‘the man is not old’’ to be true. In
the vast majority of cases studied by the authors,
the limit for ‘‘not-X’’ to be true was therefore not
coincident with but rather to a certain degree far
away from the limit for ‘‘X’’ to be true. The
sample of adjectives studied by the authors
belong, with only two exceptions, to the un-
bounded range�range�bounded range structure.
It would be interesting to verify whether the
extension of the gap between these two bound-
aries is reduced when a different type of dimen-
sion is considered. For example, where are the
lower and upper boundaries for a property to be
respectively true and false when the property has
a point nature? That is, if instead of the lower
limits for ‘‘being tall’’ and the upper limits for
‘‘being not-tall’’ (with tall being a pole type brU),
we were to consider the lower limits for ‘‘being
full’’ and the upper limits for ‘‘being not full’’ (i.e.,
of a pole type Prp), would the result be that the
boundaries are closer in the former case? And
what about ‘‘being closed’’ or ‘‘being still’’ (pole
type Pnu)? This is not a trivial question: in both
cases the gap might be smaller when the point
nature of the property reduces the vagueness of
the predicate.
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APPENDIX 1

The set of 16 phrases used in Study 1 (each referred to one of the four types of dimension studied) and corresponding endpoints

Phrase (containing one of the two opposites) Endpole A Endpole B

The layer of earth to be removed is not

thin/thick

A 2 centimetre layer A 2 metre layer

The car is not near/far It’s just round the corner You can just see it in the distance

The building is not low/high A garage A skyscraper

The shape of the sculpture is not simple/

complex

A cube An intricate set of interconnected parts

The door is not closed/open Locked Wide open*

The water is not still/moving A pond A mountain stream

The branch is not straight/bent Linear Bending this way and that

The area is not unbounded/bounded An open plain An elevator

The mark on the wall is not above/below the

shelf

Near the ceiling Near the floor

Marcello is not to the right/left of Marco The last one in the row on the east

side

The last one in the row on the west side

The two roads are not convergent/divergent They come together at a certain

point

They move away from each other in opposite

directions

The tree is not in front of/behind the house Directly ahead of the house At the rear of the house

The climber is not at the top/bottom of the

mountain

Peak summit At the foot of the mountain

The shop is not at the beginning/end of the

road

It’s the first building It’s the last building

The washbasin is not empty/full It is perfectly dry It’s overflowing with water

The pole is not vertical/horizontal It’s upright It is lying on the ground

*The English expression ‘‘wide open’’ translates the Italian ‘‘spalancato’’, which linguistically does not have morphological

relation with the Italian ‘‘aperto’’ (Eng. ‘‘open’’).
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APPENDIX 2

The set of 24 phrases used in Study 2 (each referring to one of the four types of dimension studied) and corresponding endpoints

Phrase (containing one of the two opposites) Endpole A Endpole B

The stone is not still/moving Lying immobile on the ground Projected by an explosion

The football is not still/moving Lying immobile at the edge of the pitch Rolling down a slope

The position of the furniture in the room is not

symmetrical/asymmetrical

Placed at perfectly regular intervals In random order

The position of the streets on the two sides of

the main street are not symmetrical/

asymmetrical

All the streets on the right have a

corresponding street on the left

None of the streets on the left have a

corresponding street on the right

The construction is not incomplete/complete There are only the foundations The work on the building has finished

The homework of 10 exercises is not complete/

incomplete

All the exercises have been done Only one exercise has been done

The underpass is not narrow/broad A pedestrian subway A three lane tunnel

The room is not narrow/broad A tiny store room A large classroom

The building is not small/large A tool shed A majestic cathedral

The animal is not small/large Tiny like a mouse Enormous like an elephant

The road is not short/long There is room to park only three cars

one behind the other

It crosses many parts of the city

The essay is not short/long Ten lines Twenty pages

The cinema is not empty/full There is nobody All the seats are occupied

The petrol tank is not empty/full There is no petrol at all It’s overflowing

The pigeon is not at the bottom/at the top of

the building

On the pavement On the roof

The bucket of paint is not at the bottom/at the

top of the ladder

At the foot of the ladder On the top rung

The phrase is not at the beginning/end of the

book

On the first page On the last page

The fisherman is not at the beginning/end of

the river

At the source of the river At the mouth of the river

Marcello’s cheeks are not concave/convex Sucked in Blown out

In this point the surface of the road is not

concave/convex

A hole A hump

Mario’s apartment is not below/above Paola’s Mario’s apartment is on the ground

floor and Paola’s is on the top floor

Mario’s apartment is on the top floor

and Paola’s is on the ground floor

In the fish tank, the red fish is not below/above

the yellow fish

The yellow fish is swimming on the

surface and the red one along the

bottom

The red fish is swimming on the surface

and the yellow one along the bottom

The water is not descending/ascending A waterfall The jet of a geyser

The road followed in the cycle race is not

descending/ascending

From the mountains to the sea From the sea to the mountains
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APPENDIX 3

Brief description of the method used by Bianchi et al. (in press) for the metric
definition of the extension of Pole A, Pole B, and of the intermediates

A sheet of 37 labelled scales was presented to participants (they took part in the study in
interobservational groups of 3�4 people). At the ends of each scale were labels representing spatial
opposites. The distance between the endpoints (10 cm) represented the range of spatial experiences
between these opposites*or in other words, the dimension. Each scale consisted of two stacked bars (see
Figure A3). The participants were given two tasks.

In the first task they were asked to draw a vertical boundary between opposites on the upper bar in order
to express the proportion of spatial experiences that they perceived as the gradation of one pole (e.g., small)
or of the other (e.g., large). In the second task, they were asked to estimate the proportion of the dimension
that is neither Pole A nor Pole B (e.g., neither-small-nor-large). To indicate this proportion, they were asked
to draw two lines on the bottom bar of Figure A3, on either side of the line on the upper bar. These latter lines
were not required to be equidistant from the first.

In both tasks, participants were asked to rely on their direct visual experience of the environment
around them and to any other spatial experience of different environments they could recall. They then
shared this with the other members of the group. They were asked to express the number of different size-
experience bins they could identify to partition the two poles in qualitatively different ordered sets (see
the present paper for a more extended definition of size-experience bins) rather than the number of
objects that could be encountered that are, in the example, small or large. From the data obtained in the
two tasks several quantities were calculated, three of which are the proportional extension of Pole A, of
the intermediate region and of Pole B (used in the present paper, in Figures 7 and 9).

Figure A3. The scales used in the metric tasks by Bianchi et al. (in press) with a sample response.
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